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Description

Field

[0001] The present invention relates to a steam gen-
erator.

Background

[0002] In a steam generator referred to as a steam gen-
erator with an economizer, separate supply channels are
used for recirculating water and feedwater, and a partition
plate (separating unit) supported together with heat
transfer tubes by a tube support plate is provided. Mixing
of the recirculating water with the feedwater is thereby
suppressed, and thermal efficiency is improved (for ex-
ample, Patent Literature 1, or EP-0035450).

Citation List

Patent Literature

[0003] Patent Literature 1: Japanese Examined Patent
Application Publication No. Hei. 2-17762

Summary

Technical Problem

[0004] However, the partition plate is installed on the
tube support plate and a tube plate in a complex manner.
In addition, since the partition plate is present, a plurality
of inspection holes for inspection of the tube plate must
be provided in the barrel of the steam generator.
[0005] The present invention solves the foregoing
problems, and it is an object of the invention to provide
a steam generator in which mixing of a recirculating sec-
ondary coolant with a secondary coolant supplied from
a water supply channel can be suppressed without using
a partition plate.
[0006] US 4 208 987 also discloses a steam generator.

Solution to Problem

[0007] A steam generator according to the invention is
defined by claim 1 and includes: a barrel section having
a sealed hollow shape; a tube bundle outer casing being
disposed with a predetermined gap provided between
the tube bundle outer casing and an inner wall of the
barrel section; a high temperature-side heat transfer tube
bundle and a low temperature-side heat transfer tube
bundle including a plurality of heat transfer tubes dis-
posed in the tube bundle outer casing and having an
inverse U-shape; a tube plate being secured to the barrel
section on a side near a water chamber so as to secure
ends of the plurality of heat transfer tubes; a plurality of
tube support plates for supporting the heat transfer tubes;
a steam-water separator being disposed in an upper por-

tion of the barrel section so as to separate steam and a
recirculating secondary coolant; a water supply channel
for supplying a secondary coolant to the tube bundle out-
er casing with the secondary coolant being isolated from
the recirculating secondary coolant; a recirculating sec-
ondary coolant injection section for injecting the recircu-
lating secondary coolant toward the high temperature-
side heat transfer tube bundle; and a supplied secondary
coolant injection section for injecting the secondary cool-
ant supplied from the water supply channel toward the
low temperature-side heat transfer tube bundle, the re-
circulating secondary coolant injection section and the
supplied secondary coolant injection section being dis-
posed in the tube bundle outer casing on a side near the
tube plate. The recirculating secondary coolant injection
section and the supplied secondary coolant injection sec-
tion are configured such that, of the secondary coolant
and the recirculating secondary coolant, the coolant hav-
ing a higher relative flow rate than the other flows at a
lower velocity.
[0008] With the above configuration, mixing of the re-
circulating secondary coolant with the secondary coolant
supplied from the water supply channel can be sup-
pressed without using a partition plate. The temperature
of steam in the high temperature-side heat transfer tube
bundle thereby increases, and the temperature of steam
in the low temperature-side heat transfer tube bundle de-
creases. Therefore, in the steam generator, heat transfer
efficiency can be improved. In addition, in the steam gen-
erator, the man hours for assembling the partition plate
and the burden of its cost can be reduced.
[0009] The opening area of the recirculating secondary
coolant injection section is different from the opening ar-
ea of the supplied secondary coolant injection section.
With this configuration, the mixing of the recirculating
secondary coolant with the secondary coolant supplied
from the water supply channel can be suppressed.
[0010] In a preferred aspect of the present invention,
it is preferable that a flow straightening member shorter
than the distances between the tube plate and the tube
support plates be formed on the surface of the tube plate
and disposed between the high temperature-side heat
transfer tube bundle and the low temperature-side heat
transfer tube bundle. With this configuration, the mixing
of the recirculating secondary coolant with the secondary
coolant supplied from the water supply channel can be
suppressed. In contrast to the partition plate, the flow
straightening member is not required to pass through the
tube support plates. Therefore, the cost of the tube sup-
port plates can be reduced when compared with the case
where the partition plate is used.
[0011] In a preferred aspect of the present invention,
it is preferable that a tube support plate has: first through
holes for the high temperature-side heat transfer tube
bundle, the heat transfer tubes passing through the first
through holes; and second through holes for the high
temperature-side heat transfer tube bundle, the heat
transfer tubes passing through the second through holes.
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It is also preferable that the opening area of the first
through hole be smaller than the opening area of the
second through hole. With this configuration, the mixing
of the recirculating secondary coolant with the secondary
coolant supplied from the water supply channel can be
suppressed.
[0012] In a preferred aspect of the present invention,
it is preferable that the heat transfer tubes be arranged
in a triangular pattern and that the ratio of the pitch of the
heat transfer tubes to the outer diameter thereof be small-
er than 1.46. With this configuration, the heat transfer
tubes are densely arranged, and the mixing of the recir-
culating secondary coolant with the secondary coolant
supplied from the water supply channel can be sup-
pressed.

Advantageous Effects of Invention

[0013] According to the present invention, a steam
generator can be provided in which the mixing of the re-
circulating secondary coolant with the secondary coolant
supplied from the water supply channel can be sup-
pressed without using a partition plate.

Brief Description of Drawings

[0014]

FIG. 1 is a diagram illustrating the configuration of a
nuclear power plant.
FIG. 2 is a diagram illustrating the configuration of a
steam generator in the nuclear power plant de-
scribed in FIG. 1.
FIG. 3 is a diagram illustrating a supplied secondary
coolant flow channel.
FIG. 4 is a schematic diagram illustrating an example
of the steam generator of a first embodiment.
FIG. 5 is a schematic diagram illustrating an example
of through holes in a tube support plate.
FIG. 6A is a diagram illustrating thermal efficiency in
a comparative example.
FIG. 6B is a diagram illustrating thermal efficiency in
an evaluation example.
FIG. 7 is a schematic diagram illustrating an example
of a steam generator of a second embodiment.
FIG. 8 is a schematic diagram illustrating an example
of the upper surface of a tube plate.
FIG. 9A is a schematic cross-sectional view illustrat-
ing an example of a flow straightening member of
the second embodiment.
FIG. 9B is a schematic top view of FIG. 9A.
FIG. 10 is a schematic diagram illustrating an exam-
ple of a tube support plate of a third embodiment.
FIG. 11 is a schematic diagram illustrating an exam-
ple of through holes in the tube support plate.

Description of Embodiments

[0015] Modes for carrying out the present invention
(embodiments) will be described in detail with reference
to the drawings. However, the present invention is not
limited to the description of the following embodiments.
The components described below include those readily
apparent to persons skilled in the art and those substan-
tially similar thereto. In addition, the components de-
scribed below can be appropriately combined with each
other.

(First Embodiment)

[0016] FIG. 1 is a diagram illustrating the configuration
of a nuclear power plant. FIG. 2 is a diagram illustrating
the configuration of a steam generator in the nuclear pow-
er plant described in FIG. 1.
[0017] Examples of the nuclear power plant 100 in-
clude a pressurized water type light water reactor nuclear
power plant facility (see FIG. 1). In the nuclear power
plant 100, a reactor containment vessel 110, a nuclear
reactor 120, a pressurizer 130, a steam generator 140,
and a pump 150 are sequentially connected through pri-
mary coolant tubing 160 to form a circulation path for the
primary coolant (a primary circulation path). A circulation
path for a secondary coolant (a secondary circulation
path) is formed between the steam generator 140 and a
turbine 210.
[0018] The nuclear reactor 120 included in the nuclear
power plant 100 is a pressurized water type light water
reactor. Therefore, the primary coolant in the primary cir-
culation path is pressurized by the pressurizer 130, and
the pressure of the primary coolant is maintained at a
predetermined level. In the nuclear power plant 100, the
primary coolant is first heated by the nuclear reactor 120
and then supplied to the steam generator 140. Then the
primary coolant is subjected to heat exchange with the
secondary coolant in the steam generator 140, and the
secondary coolant is thereby vaporized and converted
to steam. The vaporized secondary coolant is supplied
to the turbine 210, and the turbine 210 is thereby driven,
so that power is supplied to a power generator 220. The
primary coolant that has passed through the steam gen-
erator 140 is recovered through the primary coolant tub-
ing 160 and supplied toward the nuclear reactor 120. The
secondary coolant that has passed through the turbine
210 is cooled in a condenser 230, recovered through
secondary coolant tubing 240, and supplied to the steam
generator 140.
[0019] The steam generator 140 includes a barrel sec-
tion 1, a plurality of heat transfer tubes 2, a steam-water
separator 3, and a moisture separator 4 (see FIG. 2).
The barrel section 1 has a substantially cylindrical shape
and a sealed hollow structure and is disposed with its
lengthwise direction directed vertically. The barrel sec-
tion 1 has in its bottom a pair of water chambers 13 and
14 sectioned by a tube plate 11 and a partition plate 12.
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The water chamber 13 (14) is connected to the primary
coolant tubing 160 through an inlet-side nozzle 15 (an
outlet-side nozzle 16).
[0020] The heat transfer tubes 2 have a substantially
U-shape and are disposed in the barrel section 1 with
their opposite ends directed vertically downward. The op-
posite ends of the heat transfer tubes 2 are inserted into
the tube plate 11, expanded, and secured thereto. The
opposite ends of each of the heat transfer tubes 2 are in
communication with the inlet water chamber 13 and the
outlet water chamber 14, respectively. A tube bundle out-
er casing 5 having a cylindrical shape is disposed inside
the barrel section 1, and the plurality of heat transfer
tubes 2 are disposed inside the tube bundle outer casing
5.
[0021] A plurality of tube support plates 6A, 6B, 6C,
6D, 6E, 6F, and 6G are disposed in the tube bundle outer
casing 5 at predetermined intervals. These tube support
plates 6A, 6B, 6C, 6D, 6E, 6F, and 6G are plates having
a large number of holes, and the heat transfer tubes 2
pass through the tube support plates 6A, 6B, 6C, 6D, 6E,
6F, and 6G. A predetermined clearance is provided be-
tween each of the heat transfer tubes 2 and each of the
through holes formed in the tube support plates 6A, 6B,
6C, 6D, 6E, 6F, and 6G.
[0022] The tube bundle outer casing 5 is disposed with
a gap provided between the casing 5 and the inner wall
of the barrel section 1. The steam-water separator 3 is a
device for separating feedwater into steam and hot water.
The hot water is used as a recirculating secondary cool-
ant that flows back in a direction toward the tube plate
11 and recirculates. The moisture separator 4 is a device
for reducing the amount of moisture in the separated
steam to convert it to substantially dry steam.
[0023] In the steam generator 140, the primary coolant
flows from the inlet-side nozzle 15 into the inlet water
chamber 13, passes through the heat transfer tubes 2,
flows into the outlet water chamber 14, and is then dis-
charged to the outside through the outlet-side nozzle 16.
The secondary coolant is introduced into the barrel sec-
tion 1 from a water supply tube 17 and flows inside the
tube bundle outer casing 5. Then heat exchange between
the primary coolant and the secondary coolant occurs,
and the secondary coolant is thereby heated. In other
words, the steam generator 140 is a heat exchanger. As
the resultant secondary coolant passes through the
steam-water separator 3 and the moisture separator 4,
the steam component in the secondary coolant is extract-
ed and supplied toward the turbine 210.
[0024] FIG. 3 is a diagram illustrating a supplied sec-
ondary coolant flow channel. FIG. 4 is a schematic dia-
gram illustrating an example of the steam generator of
the first embodiment. As shown in FIG. 3 which is a cross-
section viewed from vertically below, the steam generator
140 includes a supplied secondary coolant flow channel
7 formed between the inner wall of the barrel section 1
and the tube bundle outer casing 5 to allow the flow of
the secondary coolant supplied from the water supply

tube 17.
[0025] As described above, the primary coolant Wh
flows into the inlet water chamber 13 from the inlet-side
nozzle 15, passes through the heat transfer tubes 2, flows
into the outlet water chamber 14, and is then discharged
to the outside through the outlet-side nozzle 16. In the
substantially U-shaped heat transfer tubes 2, the tem-
perature of the primary coolant decreases as the primary
coolant Wh near the inlet water chamber 13 becomes
the primary coolant Wc near the outlet water chamber
14 as a result of heat exchange. A heat transfer tube
bundle on the inlet water chamber 13 side is referred to
as a high temperature-side heat transfer tube bundle
20H, and a heat transfer tube bundle on the outlet water
chamber 14 side is referred to as a low temperature-side
heat transfer tube bundle 20C. The supplied secondary
coolant flow channel 7 includes a supplied secondary
coolant separation wall 7a and flow channel ends 7b.
Therefore, the supplied secondary coolant flow channel
7 isolates the supplied secondary coolant wc from the
recirculating secondary coolant wh so that they do not
mix with each other. The supplied secondary coolant flow
channel 7 is formed along the tube bundle outer casing
5 in a semicylindrical region outside the low temperature-
side heat transfer tube bundle 20C and extends down-
ward from the position of the water supply tube 17 to the
tube plate 11. In the steam generator 140 of the present
embodiment, the water supply tube 17 supplies the sup-
plied secondary coolant wc to the supplied secondary
coolant flow channel 7.
[0026] As shown in FIG. 4, the steam-water separator
3 discharges the separated recirculating secondary cool-
ant wh toward the tube plate 11 from the steam-water
separator 3 through the outer circumference of the tube
bundle outer casing 5. The tube bundle outer casing 5
has a recirculating secondary coolant injection section
5h having an opening facing the tube plate 11. The open-
ing of the recirculating secondary coolant injection sec-
tion 5h is formed in a semicircular region of the tube bun-
dle outer casing 5 and located at a constant opening
height th. The recirculating secondary coolant wh flows
into the tube bundle outer casing 5 from the recirculating
secondary coolant injection section 5h of the tube bundle
outer casing 5. More specifically, the recirculating sec-
ondary coolant injection section 5h injects the recirculat-
ing secondary coolant wh toward the high temperature-
side heat transfer tube bundle 20H.
[0027] The water supply tube 17 supplies the supplied
secondary coolant wc. The supplied secondary coolant
wc passes downward through the supplied secondary
coolant flow channel 7 and reaches the tube plate 11.
The supplied secondary coolant flow channel 7 isolates
the supplied secondary coolant wc from the recirculating
secondary coolant wh so that they do not mix with each
other. The tube bundle outer casing 5 has a supplied
secondary coolant injection section 5c formed on the in-
ner side of the supplied secondary coolant flow channel
7 and having an opening facing the tube plate 11. The
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opening of the supplied secondary coolant injection sec-
tion 5c is formed in a semicircular region of the tube bun-
dle outer casing 5 and located at a constant opening
height tc. The supplied secondary coolant injection sec-
tion 5c injects the supplied secondary coolant wc sup-
plied from the supplied secondary coolant flow channel
7 toward the low temperature-side heat transfer tube bun-
dle 20C.
[0028] Since the supplied secondary coolant wc has
been cooled in the condenser 230, the temperature of
the supplied secondary coolant wc is generally lower than
the temperature of the recirculating secondary coolant
wh. Since the supply sources of the supplied secondary
coolant wc and the recirculating secondary coolant wh
are different, their flow rates are often different from each
other. For example, the ratio of the flow rate of the sup-
plied secondary coolant wc to the flow rate of the recir-
culating secondary coolant wh is about 1:2.
[0029] When the supplied secondary coolant wc and
the recirculating secondary coolant wh flow into the tube
bundle outer casing 5, they flow upward around the heat
transfer tubes 2 toward the steam-water separator 3
while subjected to heat exchange. The heat transfer
tubes 2 are supported by the plurality of tube support
plates 6A, 6B, 6C, 6D, 6E, 6F, and 6G. FIG. 5 is a sche-
matic diagram illustrating an example of the through
holes in a tube support plate.
[0030] For example, a large number of through holes
60 through which the heat transfer tubes 2 pass are
formed in each of the tube support plates 6A, 6B, 6C,
6D, 6E, 6F, and 6G. Each through hole 60 has a hexag-
onal shape. The hexagonal shape has six sides 61, 62,
63, 64, 65, and 66, and protrusions 60a, 60b, and 60c
are formed on alternate sides 62, 64, and 66. The through
holes 60 are arranged in a so-called honeycomb pattern.
This allows the opening areas of the through holes 60 to
be increased to reduce pressure loss and allows the
strength of the tube support plates 6A, 6B, 6C, 6D, 6E,
6F, and 6G to be ensured.
[0031] The heat transfer tubes 2 are arranged in a so-
called triangular pattern. Preferably, the pitch P of the
heat transfer tubes 2, i.e., the distance between the cent-
ers of the tubes 2, is for example 25.4 mm or larger and
27 mm or smaller, and the outer diameter of the heat
transfer tubes 2 is, for example, 19.05 mm. More specif-
ically, the ratio of the pitch to the outer diameter that is
the pitch P/the outer diameter is smaller than 1.46. With
this configuration, the heat transfer tubes 2 are densely
arranged, and the degree of mixing of the supplied sec-
ondary coolant wc with the recirculating secondary cool-
ant wh is reduced. Preferably, the heat transfer tubes 2
are designed such that the ratio of the outer diameter to
the pitch P is small, as described above.
[0032] Since a clearance (gap) is formed between
each of the heat transfer tubes 2 and each of the large
number of through holes 60 through which the heat trans-
fer tubes 2 pass, the supplied secondary coolant wc and
the recirculating secondary coolant wh flow from the sur-

face of the tube plate 11, pass through the tube support
plates 6A, 6B, 6C, 6D, 6E, 6F, and 6G, and flow upward
toward the steam-water separator 3.
[0033] FIG. 6A is a diagram illustrating thermal efficien-
cy in a comparative example. FIG. 6B is a diagram illus-
trating thermal efficiency in an evaluation example. In
these figures, the high-temperature side represents the
side on which the high temperature-side heat transfer
tube bundle 20H is disposed in the tube bundle outer
casing 5, and the low-temperature side represents the
side on which the low temperature-side heat transfer tube
bundle 20C is disposed in the tube bundle outer casing
5. The primary system temperature represents the tem-
perature of the primary coolants Wh and Wc in the heat
transfer tubes 2, and the secondary system temperature
represents the temperature of the secondary coolants
(the supplied secondary coolant wc and the recirculating
secondary coolant wh) in the tube bundle outer casing
5. The U-bent apex is the U-shaped curved section of
each heat transfer tube 2. The vertical axes represent
temperature, and the horizontal axes represent the dis-
tance from the upper surface of the high temperature-
side tube plate.
[0034] In the comparative example, the water supply
tube 17 extends along the entire circumference of the
barrel section 1. In addition, no supplied secondary cool-
ant flow channel 7 is provided. This steam generator is
of the general type in which the water supply tube 17
supplies the supplied secondary coolant wc along the
entire circumference of the tube bundle outer casing 5,
and the supplied secondary coolant wc and the recircu-
lating secondary coolant wh flow from the opening of the
tube bundle outer casing 5 that faces the tube plate 11
while being mixed. The evaluation example is the steam
generator 140 of the present embodiment.
[0035] In each of FIGs. 6A and 6B, the diagonally shad-
ed area represents the total amount of heat transferred
from the nuclear reactor 120 to the steam generator 140.
The amounts of heat managed in the comparative exam-
ple and the evaluation example are the same. Preferably,
in the steam generator 140, the pressure of the steam
supplied to the turbine 210 is high. Therefore, to increase
the temperature of the steam, it is preferable to change
the distribution of the secondary system temperature of
the secondary coolant. More specifically, in the evalua-
tion example in FIG. 6B, the temperature of the steam
on the high temperature side is allowed to increase and
the temperature of the steam on the low temperature side
is allowed to decrease when compared with the compar-
ative example in FIG. 6A.
[0036] In the steam generator 140 of the present em-
bodiment, since the supplied secondary coolant wc lower
in temperature than the recirculating secondary coolant
wh is supplied to the low temperature-side heat transfer
tube bundle 20C, the temperature of supplied water in
FIG. 6B is allowed to decrease when compared with that
in FIG. 6A. Therefore, the temperature of the secondary
coolant in the tube bundle outer casing 5 is lower in the
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low temperature-side heat transfer tube bundle 20C than
in the high temperature-side heat transfer tube bundle
20H. If the supplied secondary coolant wc is mixed with
the recirculating secondary coolant wh before they reach
the vicinity of the U-bent apex, the temperature of the
steam on the high temperature side decreases, as in the
comparative example in FIG. 6A. Conventionally, a par-
tition plate, for example, is used to reduce the possible
mixing of the supplied secondary coolant wc with the re-
circulating secondary coolant wh before they reach the
vicinity of the U-bent apex. However, the man hours for
assembling the partition plate are high, and the burden
of its cost is high.
[0037] In the steam generator 140 of the present em-
bodiment, the recirculating secondary coolant injection
section 5h and the supplied secondary coolant injection
section 5c are defined such that, of the supplied second-
ary coolant wc and the recirculating secondary coolant
wh, the coolant having a higher relative flow rate than
the other flows at a lower velocity. For example, when
the ratio of the flow rate of the supplied secondary coolant
wc to the flow rate of the recirculating secondary coolant
wh is 1:2 as described above, the ratio of the opening
area of the recirculating secondary coolant injection sec-
tion 5h to the opening area of the supplied secondary
coolant injection section 5c is set to 2:1. To set the open-
ing area of the recirculating secondary coolant injection
section 5h and the opening area of the supplied second-
ary coolant injection section 5c differently, their opening
heights, for example, are set to be different from each
other. For example, the ratio of the opening height th to
the opening height tc is set to 2:1. This configuration re-
duces the difference in flow velocity of the supplied sec-
ondary coolant wc and the recirculating secondary cool-
ant wh when the coolants wc and wh come into collision
with each other in a region between the low temperature-
side heat transfer tube bundle 20C and the high temper-
ature-side heat transfer tube bundle 20H. Therefore, the
supplied secondary coolant wc or the recirculating sec-
ondary coolant wh becomes an upward flow from the
tube plate 11 toward the steam-water separator 3 with
mutual mixing being suppressed.
[0038] In order to set the opening area of the recircu-
lating secondary coolant injection section 5h and the
opening area of the supplied secondary coolant injection
section 5c differently, for example, the recirculating sec-
ondary coolant injection section 5h and the supplied sec-
ondary coolant injection section 5c may be formed from
plates with a large number of holes or plates with slits,
and the areal ratios of the holes or the areas of the slits
may be set differently to obtain different opening areas.
[0039] As described above, the steam generator 140
of the present embodiment includes: the barrel section
1 having a sealed hollow shape; the tube bundle outer
casing 5 disposed with a predetermined gap provided
between the casing 5 and the inner wall of the barrel
section 1; the high temperature-side heat transfer tube
bundle 20H and the low temperature-side heat transfer

tube bundle 20C that include the plurality of heat transfer
tubes 2 disposed in the tube bundle outer casing 5 and
having an inverse U-shape; the tube plate 11 that is se-
cured to the barrel section 1 on the side near the water
chambers 13 and 14 and secures the ends of the plurality
of heat transfer tubes 2; the plurality of tube support
plates 6A, 6B, 6C, 6D, 6E, 6F, and 6G that support the
heat transfer tubes 2; the steam-water separator 3 that
is disposed in the upper portion of the barrel section 1
and separates steam and the recirculating secondary
coolant wh from each other; and the supplied secondary
coolant flow channel 7 for supplying the supplied sec-
ondary coolant wc to the tube bundle outer casing 5 with
the supplied secondary coolant wc being isolated from
the recirculating secondary coolant wh. The tube bundle
outer casing 5 has: the recirculating secondary coolant
injection section 5h for injecting the recirculating second-
ary coolant wh toward the high temperature-side heat
transfer tube bundle 20H; and the supplied secondary
coolant injection section 5c for injecting the supplied sec-
ondary coolant wc supplied from the supplied secondary
coolant flow channel 7 toward the low temperature-side
heat transfer tube bundle 20C, the recirculating second-
ary coolant injection section 5h and the supplied second-
ary coolant injection section 5c being formed on the side
near the tube plate 11. The recirculating secondary cool-
ant injection section 5h and the supplied secondary cool-
ant injection section 5c are defined such that, of the sup-
plied secondary coolant wc and the recirculating second-
ary coolant wh, the coolant having a higher relative flow
rate than the other flows at a lower velocity.
[0040] With this configuration, the mixing of the recir-
culating secondary coolant wh with the supplied second-
ary coolant wc can be suppressed without using a parti-
tion plate. The temperature of steam in the high temper-
ature-side heat transfer tube bundle 20H thereby increas-
es, and the temperature of steam in the low temperature-
side heat transfer tube bundle 20C decreases. Therefore,
in the steam generator 140 of the present embodiment,
heat transfer efficiency can be improved. In addition, in
the steam generator 140 of the present embodiment, the
man hours for assembling the partition plate and the bur-
den of its cost can be reduced.

(Second Embodiment)

[0041] FIGs. 7 and 8 are schematic diagrams illustrat-
ing an example of a steam generator of a second em-
bodiment. FIG. 8 is a schematic diagram illustrating an
example of the upper surface of a tube plate. The steam
generator 140A of the present embodiment is character-
ized in that flow straightening members 70 are provided
on the surface of the tube plate 11. In the following de-
scription, the same components as those described in
the first embodiment are denoted by the same reference
numerals, and a redundant description will be omitted.
[0042] As shown in FIG. 7, in the steam generator 140A
of the second embodiment, the flow straightening mem-
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bers 70 are disposed in the tube bundle outer casing 5
and formed on the surface of the tube plate 11. As shown
in FIG. 8, the tube plate 11 secures the ends of the heat
transfer tubes 2 with the ends directed vertically down-
ward, and a semicircular region containing the high tem-
perature-side heat transfer tube bundle 20H and a sem-
icircular region containing the low temperature-side heat
transfer tube bundle 20C are partitioned from each other
and face each other. A tube lane 11A to which no heat
transfer tubes 2 are secured is formed in the tube plate
11 in a region between the high temperature-side heat
transfer tube bundle 20H and the high temperature-side
heat transfer tube bundle 20C.
[0043] For example, the flow straightening members
70 are formed by arranging a plurality of flow straighten-
ing members 71, 72, and 73 along the tube lane 11A.
FIG. 9A is a schematic cross-sectional view illustrating
an example of a flow straightening member of the second
embodiment. FIG. 9B is a schematic top view of FIG. 9A.
[0044] Since the flow straightening members 71, 72,
and 73 have the same structure, the flow straightening
member 71 will be described as an example. The flow
straightening member 71 shown in FIG. 9A includes
mounts 75, subsidiary flow straightening plates 76 and
78, and a main flow straightening plate 77. The mounts
75 are bases secured to the tube plate 11. The subsidiary
flow straightening plates 76 and 78 are secured to the
upper surfaces of the mounts 75. The main flow straight-
ening plate 77 is a plate-shaped member held between
the subsidiary flow straightening plates 76 and 78. The
subsidiary flow straightening plates 76 and 78 are also
plate-shaped members. The height T of the flow straight-
ening member 71 measured from the surface of the tube
plate 11 is made smaller (shorter) than the height (dis-
tance) from the surface of the tube plate 11 to the tube
support plate 6A. Therefore, there is no fear that the flow
straightening members 70 formed on the tube lane 11A
affect the process of assembling the tube support plates
6A, 6B, 6C, 6D, 6E, 6F, and 6G and the heat transfer
tubes 2.
[0045] With the flow straightening member 71, the
main flow straightening plate 77 can straighten the flow
of the supplied secondary coolant wc and the flow of the
recirculating secondary coolant wh so that they flow up-
ward at the boundaries with the main flow straightening
plate 77, as shown in FIG. 9B. Therefore, mixing of the
supplied secondary coolant wc and the recirculating sec-
ondary coolant wh above the tube lane 11A is reduced.
The temperature of steam on the high-temperature side
can thereby be increased.
[0046] With flow straightening member 71, the subsid-
iary flow straightening plates 76 and 78 can reduce the
flows of the secondary coolant ww in the extending di-
rection of the tube lane 11A, as shown in FIG. 9B. There-
fore, the occurrence of a turbulent water flow caused by
mixing of the supplied secondary coolant wc and the re-
circulating secondary coolant wh can be reduced. The
flow straightening member 71 may have a structure in

which the subsidiary flow straightening plates 76 and 78
are omitted and the main flow straightening plate 77 is
secured to the mounts 75. In the above example, the flow
straightening members 70 comprise the plurality of flow
straightening members 71, 72, and 73. However, a single
long flow straightening member formed in the extending
direction of the tube lane 11A may be used.
[0047] As described above, the steam generator 140A
of the present embodiment include: the barrel section 1
having a sealed hollow shape; the tube bundle outer cas-
ing 5 disposed with a predetermined gap provided be-
tween the casing 5 and the inner wall of the barrel section
1; the high temperature-side heat transfer tube bundle
20H and the low temperature-side heat transfer tube bun-
dle 20C that include the plurality of heat transfer tubes 2
disposed in the tube bundle outer casing 5 and having
an inverse U-shape; the tube plate 11 that is secured to
the barrel section 1 on the side near the water chambers
13 and 14 and secures the ends of the plurality of heat
transfer tubes 2; the plurality of tube support plates 6A,
6B, 6C, 6D, 6E, 6F, and 6G that support the heat transfer
tubes 2; the steam-water separator 3 that is disposed in
the upper portion of the barrel section 1 and separates
steam and the recirculating secondary coolant wh from
each other; and the supplied secondary coolant flow
channel 7 for supplying the supplied secondary coolant
wc to the tube bundle outer casing 5 with the supplied
secondary coolant wc being isolated from the recirculat-
ing secondary coolant wh. The tube bundle outer casing
5 has: the recirculating secondary coolant injection sec-
tion 5h for injecting the recirculating secondary coolant
wh toward the high temperature-side heat transfer tube
bundle 20H; and the supplied secondary coolant injection
section 5c for injecting the supplied secondary coolant
wc supplied from the supplied secondary coolant flow
channel 7 toward the low temperature-side heat transfer
tube bundle 20C, the recirculating secondary coolant in-
jection section 5h and the supplied secondary coolant
injection section 5c being formed on the side near the
tube plate 11. Preferably, flow straightening members 70
shorter than the distance between the tube plate 11 and
the tube support plate 6A are formed on the surface of
the tube plate 11 and disposed between the high tem-
perature-side heat transfer tube bundle 20H and the low
temperature-side heat transfer tube bundle 20C.
[0048] With the above configuration, the mixing of the
recirculating secondary coolant wh and the supplied sec-
ondary coolant wc can be suppressed. In contrast to the
partition plate, the flow straightening members 70 are not
required to pass through the tube support plate 6A.
Therefore, the cost of the tube support plate 6A can be
reduced when compared with the case where the parti-
tion plate is used.
[0049] Preferably, in the steam generator 140A of the
present embodiment, the recirculating secondary coolant
injection section 5h and the supplied secondary coolant
injection section 5c are defined such that, of the supplied
secondary coolant wc and the recirculating secondary
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coolant wh, the coolant having a higher relative flow rate
than the other flows at a lower velocity.
[0050] With this configuration, the mixing of the recir-
culating secondary coolant wh with the supplied second-
ary coolant wc can be suppressed without using a parti-
tion plate. The temperature of steam in the high temper-
ature-side heat transfer tube bundle 20H thereby increas-
es, and the temperature of steam in the low temperature-
side heat transfer tube bundle 20C decreases. Therefore,
in the steam generator 140 of the present embodiment,
heat transfer efficiency can be improved. In addition, in
the steam generator 140A of the present embodiment,
the man hours for assembling the partition plate and the
burden of its cost can be reduced.

(Third Embodiment)

[0051] FIG. 10 is a schematic diagram illustrating an
example of a tube support plate of the third embodiment.
FIG. 11 is a schematic diagram illustrating an example
of through holes in the tube support plate. A steam gen-
erator 140 in the third embodiment is characterized in
that the opening areas of through holes 69 for the high
temperature-side heat transfer tube bundle 20H are
made smaller than the opening areas of through holes
60 for the low temperature-side heat transfer tube bundle
20C. In the following description, the same components
as those described in the embodiments above are de-
noted by the same reference numerals, and a redundant
description will be omitted.
[0052] As shown in FIG. 10, the tube support plate 6A
supports the heat transfer tubes 2 bent in a substantially
U-shape with their ends directed vertically downward. A
semicircular region containing the high temperature-side
heat transfer tube bundle 20H and a semicircular region
containing the low temperature-side heat transfer tube
bundle 20C are partitioned from each other and face each
other.
[0053] For example, the through holes 69 shown in
FIG. 11 have a so-called trefoil shape (a clover shape).
Each through hole 69 has an opening area smaller by
about 30 percent than the opening area of each through
hole 60 shown in FIG. 5 above. Therefore, the pressure
loss given by the through holes 69 to the supplied sec-
ondary coolant wc and recirculating secondary coolant
wh passing therethrough is larger than that given by the
through holes 60 shown in FIG. 5.
[0054] For example, the steam generator 140 in the
third embodiment is configured such that the tube support
plate 6A has the through holes 69 disposed in the region
of the high temperature-side heat transfer tube bundle
and the through holes 60 disposed in the region of the
low temperature-side heat transfer tube bundle 20C. In
this configuration, the opening areas of the through holes
69 for the high temperature-side heat transfer tube bun-
dle 20H are smaller than the opening areas of the through
holes 60 for the low temperature-side heat transfer tube
bundle 20C. Therefore, the supplied secondary coolant

wc can more easily flow upward toward the steam-water
separator 3 than the recirculating secondary coolant wh.
The steam generator 140 includes a plurality of tube sup-
port plates 6A, 6B, 6C, 6D, 6E, 6F, and 6G. Preferably,
among the plurality of tube support plates 6A, 6B, 6C,
6D, 6E, 6F, and 6G, the tube support plate 6A closest to
the tube plate 11 or the tube support plates 6A and 6B
are formed to have through holes 69 disposed in the re-
gion of the high temperature-side heat transfer tube bun-
dle 20H and through holes 60 disposed in the region of
the low temperature-side heat transfer tube bundle 20C.
With this configuration, the mixing of the recirculating
secondary coolant wh and the supplied secondary cool-
ant wc in the tube bundle outer casing 5 on the side near
the tube plate 11 can be easily suppressed. For example,
the tube support plates 6C, 6D, 6E, 6F, and 6G are
formed to have through holes 60 disposed in the region
of the high temperature-side heat transfer tube bundle
20H and through holes 60 also disposed in the region of
the low temperature-side heat transfer tube bundle 20C.
With this configuration, the cost of the tube support plates
6C, 6D, 6E, 6F, and 6G can be reduced.
[0055] As described above, the steam generator 140
of the present embodiment includes: the barrel section
1 having a sealed hollow shape; the tube bundle outer
casing 5 disposed with a predetermined gap provided
between the casing 5 and the inner wall of the barrel
section 1; the high temperature-side heat transfer tube
bundle 20H and the low temperature-side heat transfer
tube bundle 20C that include the plurality of heat transfer
tubes 2 disposed in the tube bundle outer casing 5 and
having an inverse U-shape; the tube plate 11 that is se-
cured to the barrel section 1 on the side near the water
chambers 13 and 14 and secures the ends of the plurality
of heat transfer tubes 2; the plurality of tube support
plates 6A, 6B, 6C, 6D, 6E, 6F, and 6G that support the
heat transfer tubes 2; the steam-water separator 3 that
is disposed in the upper portion of the barrel section 1
and separates steam and the recirculating secondary
coolant wh from each other; and the supplied secondary
coolant flow channel 7 for supplying the supplied sec-
ondary coolant wc to the tube bundle outer casing 5 with
the supplied secondary coolant wc being isolated from
the recirculating secondary coolant wh. The tube bundle
outer casing 5 has: the recirculating secondary coolant
injection section 5h for injecting the recirculating second-
ary coolant wh toward the high temperature-side heat
transfer tube bundle 20H; and the supplied secondary
coolant injection section 5c for injecting the supplied sec-
ondary coolant wc supplied from the supplied secondary
coolant flow channel 7 toward the low temperature-side
heat transfer tube bundle 20C, the recirculating second-
ary coolant injection section 5h and the supplied second-
ary coolant injection section 5c being formed on the side
near the tube plate 11. Preferably, the tube support plate
6A or the tube support plates 6A and 6B are formed to
have through holes 69 or first through holes disposed in
the region of the high temperature-side heat transfer tube
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bundle 20H and through holes 60 or second through
holes disposed in the region of the low temperature-side
heat transfer tube bundle 20C. The opening areas of the
through holes 69 being the first through holes are smaller
than the opening areas of the through holes 60 being the
second through holes. With this configuration, the mixing
of the recirculating secondary coolant wh with the sup-
plied secondary coolant wc can be suppressed.
[0056] Preferably, in the steam generator 140 of the
present embodiment, the recirculating secondary coolant
injection section 5h and the supplied secondary coolant
injection section 5c are defined such that, of the supplied
secondary coolant wc and the recirculating secondary
coolant wh, the coolant having a higher relative flow rate
than the other flows at a lower velocity.
[0057] With this configuration, the mixing of the recir-
culating secondary coolant wh with the supplied second-
ary coolant wc can be suppressed without using a parti-
tion plate. The temperature of steam in the high temper-
ature-side heat transfer tube bundle 20H thereby increas-
es, and the temperature of steam in the low temperature-
side heat transfer tube bundle 20C decreases. Therefore,
in the steam generator 140 of the present embodiment,
heat transfer efficiency can be improved. In addition, in
the steam generator 140 of the present embodiment, the
man hours for assembling the partition plate and the bur-
den of its cost can be reduced.
[0058] In the above embodiments, the steam genera-
tor has been described as an example of the heat ex-
changer of a pressurized water type nuclear power plant.
In a fast neutron type nuclear reactor in which the core
of the nuclear reactor is cooled using, for example, so-
dium, a primary sodium system and a secondary sodium
system are provided to reduce the influence of a sodium-
water reaction, and an intermediate heat exchanger for
heat exchange between these two systems is provided.
The heat of the secondary sodium is transferred to water
in a steam generator to obtain steam. The applications
of the heat exchangers of the embodiments include the
intermediate heat exchanger and steam generator for a
fast neutron type nuclear reactor.

Reference Signs List

[0059]

1 barrel section
2 heat transfer tube
3 steam-water separator
5 tube bundle outer casing
5c supplied secondary coolant injection section
5h recirculating secondary coolant injection section
6A, 6B, 6C, 6D, 6E, 6F, 6G tube support plate
7 supplied secondary coolant flow channel
11 tube plate
11A tube lane
13, 14 water chamber
17 supply tube

20H high temperature-side heat transfer tube bundle
20C low temperature-side heat transfer tube bundle
60, 69 through hole
70, 71, 72, 73 flow straightening member
77 main flow straightening plate
100 nuclear power plant
110 reactor containment vessel
130 pressurizer
140 steam generator
160 primary coolant tubing
210 turbine
220 power generator
230 condenser

Claims

1. A steam generator (140) comprising:

a barrel section (1) having a sealed hollow
shape;
a tube bundle outer casing (5) being disposed
with a predetermined gap provided between the
tube bundle outer casing (5) and an inner wall
of the barrel section (1);
a high temperature-side heat transfer tube bun-
dle (20H) and a low temperature-side heat trans-
fer tube bundle (20C) including a plurality of heat
transfer tubes (2) disposed in the tube bundle
outer casing (5) and having an inverse U-shape;
a tube plate (11) being secured to the barrel sec-
tion (1) on a side near a water chamber (13, 14)
so as to secure ends of the plurality of heat trans-
fer tubes (2);
a plurality of tube support plates (6A, 6B, 6C,
6D, 6E, 6F, 6G) for supporting the heat transfer
tubes (2);
a steam-water separator (3) being disposed in
an upper portion of the barrel section (1) so as
to separate steam and a recirculating secondary
coolant;
a water supply channel (7) for supplying a sec-
ondary coolant from the outside of the steam
generator (140) to the tube bundle outer casing
(5) with the secondary coolant being isolated
from the recirculating secondary coolant;
a recirculating secondary coolant injection sec-
tion (5h) for injecting the recirculating secondary
coolant toward the high temperature-side heat
transfer tube bundle (20H); and
a supplied secondary coolant injection section
(5c) for injecting the secondary coolant supplied
from the water supply channel (7) toward the
low temperature-side heat transfer tube bundle
(20C), the recirculating secondary coolant injec-
tion section (5h) and the supplied secondary
coolant injection section (5c) being disposed in
the tube bundle outer casing (5) on a side near
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the tube plate (11), characterized in that

an opening area of the recirculating secondary cool-
ant injection section (5h) is different from an opening
area of the supplied secondary coolant injection sec-
tion (5c), so that, of the secondary coolant and the
recirculating secondary coolant, the coolant having
a higher relative flow rate than the other flows at a
lower velocity.

2. The steam generator (140) according to claim 1, fur-
ther comprising a flow straightening member (70; 71,
72, 73) shorter than distances between the tube plate
(11) and the tube support plates (6A, 6B, 6C, 6D,
6E, 6F, 6G), the flow straightening member (70; 71,
72, 73) being formed on a surface of the tube plate
(11) and disposed between the high temperature-
side heat transfer tube bundle (20H) and the low tem-
perature-side heat transfer tube bundle (20C).

3. The steam generator (140) according to claim 1 or
2, wherein a tube support plate
(6A,6B,6C,6D,6E,6F,6G) includes first through
holes (69) for the high temperature-side heat transfer
tube bundle (20H), through which the heat transfer
tubes (2) pass, and second through holes (60) for
the low temperature-side heat transfer tube bundle
(20C), through which the heat transfer tubes (2)
pass, and an opening area of each of the first through
holes (69) is smaller than an opening area of each
of the second through holes (60).

4. The steam generator (140) according to any one of
claims 1 to 3, wherein the heat transfer tubes (2) are
arranged in a triangular pattern, and a ratio of a pitch
of the heat transfer tubes (2) to an outer diameter
thereof is smaller than 1.46.

Patentansprüche

1. Dampferzeuger (140), umfassend:

einen Zylinderabschnitt (1), der eine abgedich-
tete hohle Form aufweist,
ein äußeres Rohrbündelgehäuse (5), das mit ei-
nem vorgegebenen Zwischenraum zwischen
dem äußeren Rohrbündelgehäuse (5) und einer
Innenwand des Zylinderabschnitts (1) angeord-
net ist,
ein hochtemperaturseitiges Wärmeübertra-
gungsrohrbündel (20H) und ein niedertempera-
turseitiges Wärmeübertragungsrohrbündel
(20C), die mehrere Wärmeübertragungsrohre
(2) aufweisen, die in dem äußeren Rohrbündel-
gehäuse (5) angeordnet sind und eine umge-
kehrte U-Form aufweisen,
einen Rohrboden (11), der an dem Zylinderab-

schnitt (1) auf einer Seite nahe einer Wasser-
kammer (13, 14) befestigt ist, um Enden der
mehreren Wärmeübertragungsrohre (2) zu be-
festigen,
mehrere Rohrstützplatten (6A, 6B, 6C, 6D, 6E,
6F, 6G) zum Abstützen der Wärmeübertra-
gungsrohre (2),
einen Dampf-Wasser-Separator (3), der in ei-
nem oberen Teilabschnitt des Zylinderab-
schnitts (1) angeordnet ist, um Dampf und ein
umlaufendes sekundäres Kühlmittel zu trennen,
einen Wasserzuführkanal (7) zum Zuführen ei-
nes sekundären Kühlmittels von der Außenseite
des Dampfgenerators (140) zu dem äußeren
Rohrbündelgehäuse (5), wobei das sekundäre
Kühlmittel von dem umlaufenden sekundären
Kühlmittel getrennt ist,
einen Einspritzabschnitt für umlaufendes se-
kundäres Kühlmittel (5h) zum Einspritzen des
umlaufenden sekundären Kühlmittels in Rich-
tung des hochtemperaturseitigen Wärmeüber-
tragungsrohrbündels (20H), und
einen Einspritzabschnitt für zugeführtes sekun-
däres Kühlmittel (5c) zum Einspritzen des aus
dem Wasserzuführkanal (7) zugeführten sekun-
dären Kühlmittels in Richtung des niedertempe-
raturseitigen Wärmeübertragungsrohrbündels
(20C), wobei der Einspritzabschnitt für umlau-
fendes sekundäres Kühlmittel (5h) und der Ein-
spritzabschnitt für zugeführtes sekundäres
Kühlmittel (5c) in dem äußeren Rohrbündelge-
häuse (5) auf einer Seite nahe dem Rohrboden
(11) angeordnet sind,

dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
eine Öffnungsfläche des Einspritzabschnitts für um-
laufendes sekundäres Kühlmittel (5h) von einer Öff-
nungsfläche des Einspritzabschnitts für zugeführtes
sekundäres Kühlmittel (5c) verschieden ist, sodass
von dem sekundären Kühlmittel und dem umlaufen-
den sekundären Kühlmittel dasjenige Kühlmittel,
dass eine höhere relative Durchflussmenge als das
andere aufweist, mit einer geringeren Geschwindig-
keit fließt.

2. Dampferzeuger (140) nach Anspruch 1, welcher fer-
ner ein Strömungsrichtelement (70; 71, 72, 73) auf-
weist, das kürzer als Abstände zwischen dem Rohr-
boden (11) und den Rohrstützplatten (6A, 6B, 6C,
6D, 6E, 6F, 6G) ist, wobei das Strömungsrichtele-
ment (70; 71, 72, 73) auf einer Fläche des Rohrbo-
dens (11) ausgebildet ist und zwischen dem hoch-
temperaturseitigen Wärmeübertragungsrohrbündel
(20H) und dem niedertemperaturseitigen Wärmeü-
bertragungsrohrbündel (20C) angeordnet ist.

3. Dampferzeuger (140) nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, wo-
bei eine Rohrstützplatte (6A, 6B, 6C, 6D, 6E, 6F, 6G)
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erste Durchgangslöcher (69) für das hochtempera-
turseitige Wärmeübertragungsrohrbündel (20H),
durch welche die Wärmeübertragungsrohre (2) hin-
durchführen, und zweite Durchgangslöcher (60) für
das niedertemperaturseitige Wärmeübertragungs-
rohrbündel (20C), durch welche die Wärmeübertra-
gungsrohre (2) hindurchführen, aufweist, und wobei
eine Öffnungsfläche jedes der ersten Durchgangs-
löcher (69) kleiner als eine Öffnungsfläche jedes der
zweiten Durchgangslöcher (60) ist.

4. Dampferzeuger (140) nach einem der Ansprüche 1
bis 3, wobei die Wärmeübertragungsrohre (2) in ei-
nem dreieckigen Muster angeordnet sind und ein
Verhältnis eines Rasterabstands der Wärmeüber-
tragungsrohre (2) zu einem Außendurchmesser der-
selben kleiner als 1,46 ist.

Revendications

1. Générateur de vapeur (140) comportant :

une section de cylindre (1) ayant une forme
creuse scellée ;
une enveloppe extérieure de faisceau de tubes
(5) qui est disposée avec un espace prédéter-
miné prévu entre l’enveloppe extérieure de fais-
ceau de tubes (5) et une paroi intérieure de la
section de cylindre (1) ;
un faisceau de tubes de transfert de chaleur du
côté haute température (20H) et un faisceau de
tubes de transfert de chaleur du côté basse tem-
pérature (20C) comprenant une pluralité de tu-
bes de transfert de chaleur (2) disposés dans
l’enveloppe extérieure de faisceau de tubes (5)
et ayant une forme de U inversé ;
une plaque de tubes (11) qui est fixée sur la
section de cylindre (1) sur un côté proche d’une
chambre d’eau (13, 14) de façon à fixer des ex-
trémités de la pluralité de tubes de transfert de
chaleur (2) ;
une pluralité de plaques de support de tube (6A,
6B, 6C, 6D, 6E, 6F, 6G) pour supporter les tubes
de transfert de chaleur (2) ;
un séparateur vapeur-eau (3) qui est disposé
dans une partie supérieure de la section de cy-
lindre (1) de façon à séparer de la vapeur et un
caloporteur secondaire remis en circulation ;
un canal d’alimentation en eau (7) pour délivrer
un caloporteur secondaire depuis l’extérieur du
générateur de vapeur (140) jusqu’à l’enveloppe
extérieure de faisceau de tubes (5) avec le ca-
loporteur secondaire qui est isolé de caloporteur
secondaire remis en circulation ;
une section de caloporteur secondaire remis en
circulation (5h) pour injecter le caloporteur se-
condaire remis en circulation vers le faisceau de

tubes de transfert de chaleur du côté haute tem-
pérature (20H) ; et
une section d’injection de caloporteur secondai-
re délivré (5c) pour injecter le caloporteur se-
condaire délivré à partir du canal d’alimentation
en eau (7) vers le faisceau de tubes de transfert
de chaleur du côté basse température (20C), la
section d’injection de caloporteur secondaire re-
mis en circulation (5h) et la section d’injection
de caloporteur secondaire délivré (5c) étant dis-
posées dans l’enveloppe extérieure de faisceau
de tubes (5) sur un côté proche de la plaque de
tubes (11), caractérisé en ce que

une section d’ouverture de la section d’injection de
caloporteur secondaire remis en circulation (5h) est
différente d’une section d’ouverture de la section
d’injection de caloporteur secondaire délivré (5c), de
telle sorte que, parmi le caloporteur secondaire et le
caloporteur secondaire remis en circulation, le calo-
porteur ayant un débit relatif plus élevé que l’autre
s’écoule à une vitesse plus faible.

2. Générateur de vapeur (140) selon la revendication
1, comportant en outre un élément de redressement
d’écoulement (70 ; 71, 72, 73) plus court que des
distances entre la plaque de tubes (11) et les plaques
de support de tube (6A, 6B, 6C, 6D, 6E, 6F, 6G),
l’élément de redressement d’écoulement (70 ; 71,
72, 73) étant formé sur une surface de la plaque de
tubes (11) et disposé entre le faisceau de tubes de
transfert de chaleur du côté haute température (20H)
et le faisceau de tubes de transfert de chaleur du
côté basse température (20C).

3. Générateur de vapeur (140) selon la revendication
1 ou 2, dans lequel une plaque de support de tube
(6A, 6B, 6C, 6D, 6E, 6F, 6G) comprend des premiers
trous débouchants (69) pour le faisceau de tubes de
transfert de chaleur du côté haute température
(20H), à travers lesquels passent les tubes de trans-
fert de chaleur (2), et des deuxièmes trous débou-
chants (60) pour le faisceau de tubes de transfert de
chaleur du côté basse température (20C), à travers
lesquels passent les tubes de transfert de chaleur
(2), et une section d’ouverture de chacun des pre-
miers trous débouchants (69) est plus petite qu’une
section d’ouverture de chacun des deuxièmes trous
débouchants (60).

4. Générateur de vapeur (140) selon l’une quelconque
des revendications 1 à 3, dans lequel les tubes de
transfert de chaleur (2) sont disposés suivant un mo-
tif triangulaire, et un rapport d’un pas des tubes de
transfert de chaleur (2) sur un diamètre extérieur de
ceux-ci est plus petit que 1,46.
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